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Elastic backscattering measurements were performed for the weakly bound nucleus 6Li on a 28Si target at
sub- and near-barrier energies (0.6 to 1.3 VC.B.). Excitation functions of elastic scattering cross sections were
measured at 150◦ and 170◦ and the corresponding ratios to Rutherford scattering and relevant barrier distributions
were formed. The results are discussed in terms of the potential threshold anomaly and the reaction mechanisms
involved.
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As is well known for heavy ion reactions, approaching
the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier, couplings between
various channels increase in importance. Describing elastic
scattering, either these couplings have to be taken into account
through coupled channel theories, or the energy dependence
of the various optical model parameters has to be considered
explicitly. In fact, the term “threshold anomaly” was invoked to
describe a rapid variation of such model parameters around
the barrier in well bound nuclei. In that respect, near- and
sub-barrier fusion cross sections have been reproduced [1,2]
by using a single barrier penetration model with an energy
dependent potential corresponding to the threshold anomaly.
Moving to weakly bound nuclei the situation becomes more
complicated due to the influence of breakup and/or transfer
effects. In fact for 6Li, in contrast to the well bound nuclei,
an absence of the threshold anomaly was reported previously
[3,4], while later, an increasing trend approaching the barrier
from above was established for the imaginary part of the
optical potential [5,6]. This was related to a rather flat or
slightly curved with negative slope trend for its real part, in
accordance with dispersive relations. The proposed new type
of anomaly was based on a systematic data analysis of 6Li
elastic scattering on various targets (28Si, 58Ni, 118Sn, 208Pb)
measured previously [3,5,7], in the context of the double
folding model [8] by using the BDM3Y1 interaction developed
by Khoa et al. [9]. This trend, verified in [10,11] by using
the Sao Paulo potential [12], was attributed to breakup and
therefore named as a breakup anomaly. In principle, the intrin-
sic lack of sensitivity for obtaining the energy dependence
of potential parameters, at energies close to the Coulomb
barrier, leads occasionally to vague conclusions, while the
determination of such dependence at sub-barrier energies is
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almost impossible. In order to improve our understanding on
the energy dependence of the potential especially at sub-barrier
energies and the relevant processes involved in the threshold
anomaly, other complementary means should be adopted.
In this respect, we test in this work excitation functions of
backscattering measurements as a tool for probing the new type
potential anomaly for weakly bound nuclei, and for extending
the energy dependence of the optical potential at sub-barrier
energies. The last years a large amount of work has been
devoted on systematic studies of the nuclear potential surface
properties through high precision back-angle quasi-elastic
scattering measurements [13–18] at sub-barrier energies. At
these backward angle studies, deviations from unity of the
elastic to Rutherford cross section ratios, are sensitive mainly
to the surface properties of the potential [14]. Moreover, barrier
distributions of elastic [19] and quasi-elastic scattering [20],
obtained via first derivatives as follows:
Del(E) = − d
dE
[√
dσel
dσRuth
(E)
]
,
(1)
Dqel(E) = − d
dE
[
dσqel
dσRuth
(E)
]
have been used mainly on research with stable projectiles to
probe channel coupling effects at barrier energies [19–25],
in almost the same effective way as barrier distribution from
fusion measurements, initially presented in Ref. [26].
The influence of direct processes on elastic scattering and
other reaction channels with weakly bound nuclei has been
reviewed in [27,28]. A first measurement with a weakly bound
projectile has been performed recently on 6Li+144Sm and
reports backward elastic and quasi-elastic barrier distributions
[29] with emphasis on breakup coupling to elastic scattering.
For the system 6Li+28Si, strong transfer channels were
reported in [30–32] while a weak breakup channel was
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reported in [33]. Then, the arising question is: Does transfer
or breakup influence elastic scattering and the other reaction
processes at barrier energies? In the following, we report a
back-angle elastic scattering excitation function measurement
for 6Li+28Si at sub- and near-barrier energies aiming to
further enlighten the subjects stated above, concerning the new
type of potential anomaly and relevant reaction mechanisms.
Experimental data were analyzed with an energy dependent
optical potential satisfying the dispersion relation, taking
care for a reproduction of previously measured total reaction
and fusion cross sections [32]. The results were considered
also in the context of a coupled channel description, where
breakup is explicitly taken into account. 6Li3+ beams were
delivered by the TN11/25 HVEC 5.5 MV Tandem accelerator
of the National Research Center of Greece-DEMOKRITOS
at several bombarding energies, from 5 to 11 MeV. Beam
currents were of the order of 5 nA. The beam impinged on a
200 µg/cm2 thick, self-supporting 28Si target, at a target frame
fixed perpendicular to the beam direction. Backscattering
elastic events were recorded in four silicon detectors set
at ±150 and ±170 degrees. The beam flux was recorded
via the Rutherford scattering in two silicon detectors set at
±30 degrees. Subsequently elastic cross section ratios to
Rutherford were formed as follows:
σel
σRuth
(170◦ − 150◦)
= N (170
◦ − 150◦)
N (30◦)
σRuth(30)
σRuth(170)
"30
"170(150)
, (2)
where N30 and N170(150) are the elastic scattering total counts
at forward and backward detectors, and "30,"170(150) are
the solid angles subtended by the forward and backward
detectors. The ratio of solid angles was determined in the
same experiment by using a thin gold target and by using
lithium ions at 11 MeV. At this energy, the elastic scattering is
pure Rutherford for both forward and backward detectors, and
the ratio of solid angles can be determined with a negligible
error. Therefore the only error involved in relation (2) is the
statistical error which in most of the energies was less than
2%, except at the highest energies which was up to 20%.
The obtained excitation functions are presented in Fig. 1(a)
and the corresponding barrier distributions, determined by
using a point difference formula for extracting the derivative
of relation (2)-first expression, are presented in Fig. 1(b).
It should be noted that the results presented in Fig. 1 are
error-weighted means of the cross sections obtained at 150
and 170 degrees. This was done to increase the statistics
and it was possible, since the energy centrifugal correction
was negligible (∼1.0%) for these angles. A first inspection
of this figure shows the absence of the usual second peak at
energies above the nominal coulomb barrier related to inelastic
excitations. This was expected however, since preliminary
coupled channel calculations with the code ECIS showed that
inelastic excitations of target are negligible and such couplings
can be omitted. Also in our particle spectra peaks due to
inelastic excitation of target were not present to an extend of
cross section production less than 2 mb at the highest energy.
Having obtained experimentally excitation functions and
barrier distributions, we proceed with our theoretical analysis.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Elastic cross sections (designated by
stars), an error-weighted mean of measured cross sections at 150◦
and 170◦, as a function of energy for 6Li+28Si. The lines represent
ECIS calculations with the optical potential presented in Fig. 2, with
the same notation. The dotted-dashed line (black line) corresponds
to a decreasing imaginary potential from higher to lower energies,
the solid line (blue line) corresponds to an increasing imaginary
potential which best fits the backscattering data, the thin solid line
(pink line) the same imaginary potential but which drops to zero
earlier and finally the dashed line (red line) represents a potential with
an increasing trend from above but with steepest slope. (b) Elastic
backscattering barrier distributions, with the same notation as in (a).
In Fig. 2 we present previous data on the potential anomaly,
obtained in a folding framework [5] with a BDM3Y1 in-
teraction. While the increasing trend was obvious for the
heavier targets as is seen in [5], for 28Si due to the large
assigned errors this is not clear. In the following analysis,
in order to describe the imaginary part of the potential, we
start with a line with decreasing slope from higher to lower
energies as appears in the conventional anomaly of well bound
nuclei. The corresponding real part is calculated via dispersive
relations [34]. With this optical potential, elastic scattering
cross sections are calculated for backward angles (150◦ and
170◦). The results, a mean of cross sections at 150◦ and
170◦, are presented in Fig. 1(a). The corresponding barrier
distributions are presented in Fig. 1(b). It is obvious, that such
a trend for the imaginary potential is totally excluded for the
system 6Li+28Si. Subsequently we have varied the slope of
the line, changing it from negative to positive values and each
time repeating the above procedure. The results, obtained with
the potential, shown in Fig. 2 with the solid line (blue line),
represent the experimental barrier distribution in a satisfactory
way and it is adopted as the “best” optical potential. To show
further the sensitivity of this test on the magnitude of a positive
slope we draw also a line with a steeper slope, designated
in Fig. 2 with a dashed line (red line). The steepest slope
corresponds to a flat barrier distribution shifted to the left off
our experimental barrier distribution. As the slope is reduced
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Previously determined normalization fac-
tors of the real and imaginary potential as a function of the lithium
bombarding energy [5,6], designated with solid circles. For the
imaginary potential we have assumed three different descriptions
(dotted-dashed black, dashed red, solid blue, and thin solid pink
lines). The corresponding real potential was calculated via dispersive
relations [34].
the barrier distribution is shifted to the right and the height of
the barrier distribution increases. The connection between the
slope of the line describing the imaginary potential and the
involved direct process (breakup or/and transfer) and the used
target, is not straight forward and needs further investigation.
In that direction complementary measurements with lighter
and heavier targets are under the way. Last, in order to attempt
an extend of the energy dependence of the optical potential
to lower energies, we have to fix additionally the point after
which the potential drops to zero. From Fig. 2 we see that, if
we choose an “early” drop of the potential, designated with a
thin solid line (pink line), the barrier distribution while keeps
the height of its maximum has been moved to the left. It has
become clear with the above analysis that barrier distributions
of elastic scattering can be proved a valuable tool for tracing
the threshold anomaly. Moreover, it can be used to further
extend below barrier the energy dependence of the optical
potential. To complete our analysis, we present in Fig. 3
previously measured [32] excitation functions of total reaction
(green circles) and fusion cross sections (black stars). The
experimental results are compared with calculations obtained
with the above obtained “best” potential (black lines) and
the code ECIS. The reproduction of the data is fair for the
total reaction cross sections and very good for the fusion
cross sections. Subsequently we proceed with calculations
in a coupled channel approach taking into account breakup.
Our calculations followed closely those presented in [6].
Two body, α + d cluster model of 6Li was assumed. The
continuum above the 6Li → α + d breakup threshold was
truncated at momentum k = 0.52 fm−1 and discretized into
momentum bins of the 0.26 fm−1 width. Couplings between
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Total reaction (green circles) and fusion
cross section (black stars) measurements as a function of energy
reported previously [32]. The black solid and dotted-dashed lines
are ECIS calculations for total reaction and fusion cross sections
respectively, corresponding to the “best” optical potential (Fig. 2,
blue line). The red dotted and dashed lines show coupled channel cal-
culations for the total reaction and fusion cross sections, respectively.
resonant and nonresonant cluster states corresponding to
α − d relative orbital angular momentum L = 0, 1, 2 were
taken into account by means of continuum-discretized
coupled-channels method. Two resonances, at 2.18 MeV and
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FIG. 4. The elastic scattering data and corresponding barrier
distributions, presented in Fig. 1, are compared with coupled channel
calculations (dotted dashed line: calculations with no coupling, solid
line: coupled channel calculations).
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4.31 MeV of excitation energy, were also included. The diag-
onal and coupling potentials were calculated from empirical
α + 28Si and d + 28Si optical model potentials by means of
the single-folding technique. The results of the calculations
are presented in Fig. 4 with the solid curves: Fig. 4(a) for the
elastic scattering and Fig. 4(b) for the barrier distribution, and
show very good agreement with the data. The dotted-dashed
curves represent results of optical model calculations, without
couplings to the breakup states from the continuum included.
It is seen, that moving from calculations with no coupling to
calculations with coupling to breakup, the distribution presents
a broadening and a decrease of its barrier height, consistent
with the known properties of the polarization potential for
breakup. In Fig. 3, the results of calculations for the total
reaction cross section and the fusion cross section are plotted
and show fair agreement with the data. The fusion cross
section was calculated by means of barrier penetration model
with an energy dependent effective potential. This potential
consisted of the diagonal “bare” potential used as an input to
coupled channel calculations and the polarization potential.
The latter was derived from coupled channel calculations
using the “weighted trivial equivalent” method as described
in [35]. In conclusion, we have shown that by determining
experimentally barrier distributions via elastic scattering at
backward angles we have an additional tool to map the optical
potential at near- and sub-barrier energies, where weakly
bound nuclei present the new type of threshold anomaly.
The proposed method, is especially useful for extending the
energy variation of the optical potential at sub-barrier energies,
where the nuclear field is weak and manifested only at very
backward-angle data. Our coupled channel analysis shows that
breakup, although a weak channel for the studied system, is
a strong channel coupling element at barrier energies. On
the other hand, the influence of transfer, which is a strong
direct channel at sub- and near-barrier energies, has to be also
investigated.
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